The occupied electronic structure of the GaAs(110)-Bi(1 X 1) monolayer system has been studied using angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy with a synchrotron-radiation source. The overlayer system possesses at least three detectable surface states (S', S" and S"') with two-dimensional character. Both the state with the lowest (S') and the state with the highest (S'") binding energy are clearly visible over a large portion of the (1X1) surface Brillouin zone. The intermediate state {S")was observed along I X ' and also in the neighborhood of X. The intensity of all three states exhibits a predominantly p, -like dependence on the polarization of the synchrotron light. However, S'" possesses a greater component of p~-like character than either S' or S". At the zone center, S' is situated 0.5 eV above the valence-band maximum, and it disperses downwards by =1.0 eV to X, and by =0.8 eV to X . At M it has its binding-energy maximum, 1.3 eV below the energetic position at I . The two-dimensional electronic structure of this system is compared with that of the closely related GaAs(110)-Sb(1 X 1) monolayer system and with the results of erst-principles calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
At room temperature, most metal adsorbates react disruptively with the GaAs(110) surface, ' and consequently few form epitaxial monolayer systems. Therefore, although GaAs (110) GaAs(110). Since Bi has the same valence as Sb, we expect the surface electronic structure to be similar. Moreover, since the nature of the adlayer-substrate bonding at the GaAs(110)-Sb(1 X 1) monolayer system has been the subject of considerable attention and discussion, it is possible that an investigation of the related GaAs(110)-Bi(1 X 1) monolayer system will shed light on the nature of the adatom-substrate bonding.
There are other reasons for studying this system which are related to the formation of the Schottky barrier at the In Fig. 1(a) , the real-space and the reciprocal-space unit meshes are drawn for reference, and in Fig. 1(b) the experimental geometry is de6ned. In Fig. 2 Fig. 1(b) ].
As an example, we present in Fig. 6 Fig. 1(b) ).
The dispersion of states S', S", and S"' around the edge of the surface Brillouin zone, and also along I X and I X ', is summarized in Fig. 9 As mentioned above, we presented in Ref.
14 the results of a preliminary angle-resolved photoemission investigation of the GaAs(110)-Bi(1 X 1) monolayer system, in which we presented an estimate of the initial-state energy dispersion of two surface states (S~and S6) along I X.
However, in this paper, we have reported finding only one dominant surface state (S') along this symmetry line. This is because our present studies of the Bi-coverage dependence of these states have led us to believe that S5 is actually a remnant of the As-derived dangling-bond surface state ( A 5 ) and not a new Bi-induced state. Also, in the current investigation, we have performed most of our surface-state mapping outside the first surface zone. We found that the Bi-induced states are more clearly separated from the bulk emission features in the second surface zone. Consequently, we found that the bandwidth of S' along the I X symmetry line was larger than we had originally ascertained. ' Although we did not examine the low-energy electron diffraction patterns in any detail, the patterns that we did obtain from the monolayer system were consistent with our earlier LEED studies. ' ' The overlayer has the (1X 1) symmetry of the GaAs (110) In the former case we may expect S& to possess mixed character.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the preceding sections we have presented the results of our angle-resolved photoemission study of the GaAs(110)-Bi(1 X 1) monolayer system. All evidence points to the fact that the Bi atoms do not react disruptively with the GaAs(110) surface but rather from ordered terraces at submonolayer coverages and an ordered (1 X 1) overlayer at coverages of 1 ML. However 
